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Abstract:  The tremendous advancement in new wireless technologies has led to a renewed interest in vehicular ad hoc networks. 

However, due to the high mobility and dynamic nature of vehicular networks, great challenges exist for data delivery. In order to design 

efficient and smart routing strategies for stable communication, several different types of routing protocols have been integrated. One 

efficient type is the road-aware routing protocol which is based on road statistics (e.g., traffic density, intersections, and road segments). 

The main objective of the survey conducted in this paper is to discuss the recent road-aware routing protocols and categorize them 

according to different aspects. In addition, this review investigates the protocols in terms of their forwarding processes, routing metrics, 

recovery mechanisms, and performance. Moreover, routing challenges and comparisons are discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are an emerging class of mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) for pervasive wireless communication 

among vehicles. In VANETs, the vehicles communicate and coordinate among themselves through pure ad hoc (vehicle-to-vehicle) and fixed 

infrastructure modes. Vehicular networks have received intensive attention due to the wide range of potential safety and comfort applications 

and services in the transportation sector [1]. These applications assist drivers to be alert to any critical situation (such as a car accident) and 

provide precrash sensing, unseen obstacles, and collision warnings for improved passenger safety and the alleviation of traffic flow. Besides 

safety applications, there are a plethora of comfort applications that provide entertainment to passengers such as Internet access, e-commerce, 

and weather information [2, 3]. 

The growing interest in this field is an incentive for researchers, car industry stakeholders, engineers, and governments to create effective 

solutions and platforms for vehicular communication. Being a subclass of MANETs, VANETs have some unique characteristics such as mobility 

patterns, high vehicle velocity, dynamic topologies, and frequent link disruptions [4]. These characteristics generate particular challenges and 

research issues for handling multihop communication in a network. The networks suffer from frequently broken routes, frequent  packet 

dropping, and high overhead due to failure notifications and route repairs, leading to high transmission delays and low data delivery ratios [5, 6]. 

To handle multihop routing in VANETs, a network requires a robust and efficient routing solution to handle the special characteristics of the 

network. Routing strategies for multihop communication have gained researchers' attention and are classified into different types. The most 

effective type is geographical routing which can handle restricted and bidirectional vehicle movements along roads. Geographical routing 

protocols use location information for data delivery and are considered to be a promising type of routing to handle scalabili ty and robustness 

when dealing with the dynamic topologies in a network [7–9]. In these protocols, digital maps, global positioning system (GPS) receivers, and 

navigation systems are used to find the geographical locations of vehicle nodes [10]. However, with frequent network partitions, limited link 

lifetimes, and high vehicle velocity, providing accurate traffic information remains a challenge [6, 11]. 

Many geographical routing protocols have been proposed in recent research with different types of routing metrics. Most of the met rics are 

related to the road and vehicle information in a network such as the traffic density, velocity, road map, vehicle directi on, and road segments. 

These types of protocols are called road-aware routing (RAR) protocols due to their network and road awareness characteristics. These protocols 

have gained attention due to their enhanced performance and efficient routing decisions in a network. Basically, RAR protocols use intervehicle 

connectivity, traffic density, and junctions for their routing decisions. 

The RAR schemes are viable as they can work with traffic awareness and network variables. These protocols determine the network links' 

reliability, analyze the road and vehicle information, make routing decisions among vehicles, and avoid poor communication quality and less 

dense networks. However, despite many advantages, the RAR protocols present several open research challenges and issues. One of the 

significant challenges is the network and traffic status evaluation in terms of accurate and up-to-date information about the vehicles and 

networks. The review conducted in this paper discusses the RAR protocols and highlights the limitations, challenges, and features of recent RAR 

protocols. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this survey is the first to review RAR protocols in the VANET environment. The main 

objectives of this paper are as follows:  
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(1) 
To discuss the most recent RAR protocols in the field of VANET and explore their operations and processes with a critical analysis of 

the routing metrics. 

(2) 
To highlight the challenges and limitations of the protocols. 

(3) 
To summarize the protocols' critical issues that should be taken into account in the design of robust routing schemes for networks and 

to recommend future directions for further research. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of vehicular routing protocols and discusses the most 

effective type of routing. Section 3 presents a classification of RAR protocols and discusses each of the categories in detail.  Section 4 discusses 

the challenges and issues in RAR protocols through a comparison and an investigation of their limitations. Section 5 identifies open research 

issues and future research directions. Section 6 concludes the work. 

2. Overview of Vehicular Ad Hoc Network Routing Protocols 

VANETs require efficient routing in the presence of environmental obstacles and dynamic and unpredictable topologies with high network 

mobility to maximize throughput, control overhead, and minimize packet loss. The vehicle nodes are dynamic in nature, and finding an optimal 

route to the destination is still a challenge. Routing strategies are defined based on the application requirements and are distinguished based on 

architecture. Basically, vehicular architecture is categorized into three types: pure ad hoc, infrastructure-based, and hybrid. The traditional 

mobile ad hoc routing protocols are less able to handle vehicular characteristics [12]. Routing protocols are categorized into different types such 

as topology, geographical, cluster, geo-cast, and multicast routing protocols. Most routing protocols belong to the two main categories of topology 

and geographical routing. In topology-based routing, the vehicle nodes store the information about the network topology and depend on static 

end-to-end routes. Thus, these protocols suffer from high maintenance (in terms of communication and memory) and unnecessary flooding 

issues. Due to the high communication overhead, high mobility, and high resource cost, the updates and routing requests are outdated [13]. In 

order to overcome topology-based routing constraints, geographical routing protocols were introduced, whereby the protocols only store 

information about neighbors. 

2.1. Geographical Routing Protocols 

Geographical routing protocols eliminate the need for topology information as the nodes only store information about the directly accessible 

neighbors within transmission range. These protocols rely on the position information of vehicle nodes to forward the data toward the 

destination. The position information is known through GPS or periodic beaconing messages. Recently, vehicle manufacturing companies have 

begun to offer GPS services with digital maps in their cars, which are important for geographical positions for routing. Geographical routing has 

been identified as a more reliable and efficient approach for VANETs due to the development of location services [14]. In order to find the 

neighbor nodes in a network, each vehicle maintains and updates a neighbor table via the exchange of beacons or hello messages with its 

neighbors. 

Greedy perimeter stateless routing (GPSR) [15] is a basic geographical routing protocol. The protocol uses two working modes, namely, the 

greedy and perimeter modes, to forward the data toward the destination. The greedy mode sends data to the node that is closest to the destination 

but may encounter local optimum or maximum issues. Local optimum or maximum issues occur when the forwarder vehicle node is near the 

destination node but its neighbors and the destination node are not accessible through one-hop communication. In such scenarios, the protocol 

uses the perimeter or recovery mode which routes the data packets through the right-hand rule and selects the next forwarder neighbor. 

According to the right-hand rule, whenever a source node receives a data packet from an edge node, it sends the data packet to its next edge 

counterclockwise. Afterward, the perimeter mode is switched to greedy mode; otherwise, the packet forwarding will continue wi th the perimeter 

mode to forward the data towards the destination. The protocol may not perform well in an uneven traffic distribution environment with high 

mobility and different road segments in the network. This is because the protocol activates face routing and the data are forwarded through a 

number of faces toward the destination. 

In order to address the limitations of geographical routing, researchers have proposed new routing metrics which involve road awareness in 

routing decisions. The road awareness metrics are integrated with geographical routing protocols for efficient data transmission in a network by 

adopting information such as road density, vehicle direction, distance, intersections, digital map, and road segments. The next section discusses 

the concept and classification of road awareness-based protocols in detail. 

3. Concept of Road Awareness and Classification of Road-Aware Routing Protocols 

This section discusses the most recent road-aware geographical routing protocols and their performance and critical issues in VANETs. 

Geographical routing protocols have been recognized as the most reliable and effective approach for vehicular networks [16, 17]. The 

performance and capabilities of simple geographical routing protocols are limited in VANETs due to the special characteristics of vehicular 

networks. In vehicular networks, the moving nodes are restricted by roads and high and low traffic density affects the transmission lifetime and 

lead to disconnectivity and network overhead [18]. Real-time road information is very significant in order to check the traffic congestion for 

routing decisions. The RAR protocols utilize the road characteristics and network status such as intersections, traffic density, vehicle 

distribution, communication load, link qualities, distance, and direction. Therefore, RAR provides more feasible geographical information for 

routing decisions in a network based on road awareness metrics. 
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3.1. Overview of Road-Aware Routing Protocols 

Road-aware geographical routing protocols utilize different road measurements for packet forwarding and routing decisions. These protocols 

utilize the intersections, traffic density, link quality, distance, and direction for data forwarding and, in the case of a l ink disconnection, a 

recovery strategy is adopted. These protocols have three main processes:  

(1) 
Calculate the routing metrics and recalculate or update the routes in new conditions. 

(2) 
Measure the routing metrics for realistic indications about road conditions and efficient routing.  

(3) 
Adopt greedy forwarding to forward the data packet and, in the case where there is no neighbor node close to the destination, adopt a 

recovery strategy. 

In the first process, these protocols define the routing metrics in order to calculate the routes with the help of network conditions. The 

information about the routing metrics can be recalculated and updated. The routing metrics are used to check the traffic status and network 

conditions. In the second process, the protocols measure the routing metrics for realistic traffic conditions. Afterwards, the packets are forwarded 

to the next intersection or hop by a forwarding mechanism. The simplest forwarding method is the greedy approach, which sends the packets to 

the neighbor node that is closest to the destination. However, the simple greedy approach has some drawbacks. In order to address the greedy 

approach issues, new forwarding mechanisms have been proposed to add distance, direction, and velocity metrics [19]. These greedy protocol 

enhancements still face packet forwarding problems but with lower probability. In the third process, if a neighbor node near the destination is 

not available, these protocols switch to a recovery strategy. 

Different types of recovery strategies have been adopted in geographical routing protocols, such as the right-hand rule, carry-and-forward, and 

recalculation of the forwarding path. The right-hand rule states that, after receiving a packet from the edge node, the node will forward the 

packet to the next counterclockwise edge node. Whenever a forwarding node close to the destination is available, the protocol switches back to 

forwarding mode. This approach encounters the issue of looping due to the rapid exchange of constructed graphs in the network. In the case of 

the local maximum issue, the carry-and-forward approach is adopted whereby the node carries the packet until it finds an optimal candidate node 

in the network. The carry-and-forward approach still suffers long delay issues in a network [20]. The recovery strategy of recalculating the 

forwarding paths also leads to network delay and high overhead. 

3.2. Routing Strategies 

This section discusses the routing process of RAR protocols. RAR protocols are designed with different routing strategies which are mainly 

classified into five categories: full RAR, intersection-aware routing, twofold decision routing, traffic density-based routing, and source-based 

routing. A taxonomy of road-aware protocols, including the relevant routing strategy and year of publication, is shown in Figure 1. The features 

of each routing strategy are discussed in the following subsections. 

 

Figure 1 Taxonomy of road-aware routing. Notes: ARP-QD = adoptive routing protocol based on QoS and traffic density; CMGR = connectivity-

aware minimum delay geographic routing; CAIR = connectivity-aware intersection-based routing; DECA = density-aware reliable broadcasting 

protocol; DAR-RH = density-aware routing using road hierarchy; GPGR = grid-based predictive geographical routing; GeoSVR = Geographic 

stateless VANET routing; IBR = Intersection-based routing; IG = improved geographical; iCARII = connectivity-aware routing protocol; IRQV = 

intersection-based routing with quality of services; JBR = junction-based routing; RIVER = reliable intervehicular routing; RSBR = road 

selection-based routing protocol; SDR = stable direction-based routing; TAR = traffic-aware routing; TARGET = traffic-aware geographical 

routing; VLBR = VANET load balancing routing; VDLA = traffic density and load-aware routing. 

3.2.1. Full Road-Aware Routing 

In the full RAR strategy, the protocol takes full road awareness in order to traverse data packets toward the destination. These protocols have 

two main mechanisms for data forwarding: find the shortest path and broadcast the data packets to find the best path toward the destination. The 

road map is converted through the Dijkstra algorithm into a weighted graph, wherein the junctions and road edges are graph vertices. The road 

edges are weighted based on road lengths and traffic density. Some other RAR metrics also determine the data forwarding such as the distance of 

destination, direction of node, link quality, and transmission delay. After checking the road awareness through the weighted graph, positions, 

and intersections, the road awareness information is added in each packet header before forwarding. These protocols are efficient due to multipl e 

levels of road awareness and are suitable for the vehicular environment. On the other hand, these protocols have some limitat ions and 

challenges. One of the main limitations relates to saving the road information in each packet such as the information about t he intersections and 

the positions of anchors. In a dynamic vehicular environment, the lifetime of the path is inversely proportional to its length [8]. When each 

vehicular node takes the decision, it is static for each packet and cannot be adjusted in line with the traffic conditions. To determine the 
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complete road awareness metrics for establishing the route, the full RAR protocols face network overhead issues especially for recalculating the 

path. By applying the Dijkstra algorithm on a large city map, these protocols have computational complexity issues. 

3.2.2. Intersection-Aware Routing 

In intersection-aware routing, the candidate node dynamically selects the next intersection and uses other feasible routing metrics. Thus, the 

candidate node selects the next intersection for adjacent roads and selects the optimal route for packet forwarding. The protocol determines the 

metrics at each intersection based on road awareness and traffic situations. These protocols have less network overhead compared to full RAR 

protocols, as the data packets only carry the next intersection and destination positions rather than full road information. These protocols adopt 

the unique characteristics of vehicular networks for routing decisions. Despite the low overhead, these protocols still face the delay time issue 

due to the selection of the intersections one by one [20]. Further, keeping and updating the routing metrics for the routing decisions are difficult. 

In addition, these protocols initiate the measurement process frequently and this is the cause of low data delivery and high network overhead.  

3.2.3. Twofold Decision Routing 

Twofold decision routing addresses the shortcomings of the full RAR and intersection-aware routing by determining different metrics between 

intersections and at intersections. This type of routing is suitable for dense and spare urban environments, where the traffi c situation is rapidly 

changing. Thus, these routing strategies have less network delay due to the processing of different metrics and decisions. The selection of 

intersections for routing may lead to the disconnectivity issue due to partitioning in the network and also faces network overhead issues. With 

twofold strategies, the network overhead increases to add simple direction and forward progress metrics between intersections. The network 

overhead also increases when the candidate node is at an intersection and the node determines different road metrics. To desi gn twofold routing, 

it is important that protocol adopts more realistic routing metrics for routing. 

3.2.4. Traffic Density-Based Routing 

Traffic density estimation for routing is an important metric for real-time applications in vehicular networks. Traffic density-based routing 

protocols determine traffic density by attaining density feedback from the network and forwarding the data packets with low and high density 

routes. These protocols are suitable for an urban environment where the movement of vehicles is affected by driving instructions and obstacles 

that cause disconnection in wireless signals. The communication between vehicles must be line of sight, and movements are limi ted to 

restrictions. To address these issues, these protocols use the density metric to find the most connected path between the source and destination. 

4. Full Road-Aware Routing 

This section discusses recent full road awareness-based routing protocols. The protocols' metrics, functions, and forwarding mechanisms are 

highlighted, along with the open research issues and challenges. Table 1 presents a comparison of the protocols in terms of their routing metrics, 

forwarding and recovery methods, and performance. 

4.1. Routing Process of Full Road-Aware Routing 

The concept behind full road awareness is to determine the road characteristics for optimal routing in a network. The first protocol in this 

category is grid-based predictive geographical routing (GPGR) [21] which is based on the prediction mechanism of moving vehicles' positions 

and mapping the data to generate the road grids. The design assumes that vehicles move only along the road grids and are equipped with location 

services (i.e., GPS) and a preloaded digital map for road information. The location services also provide traffic statistics such as direction, 

velocity, and road topology. The protocol partitions a geographical area into two-dimensional logical grids, where a located vehicle at a position 

in a grid is capable of transmitting the data to its eight neighbors' grids. The beacon messages contain grid coordinates rather than the vehicles' 

positions. By the floor function, every vehicle computes its current grid coordinates. The sender node selects the nearer node with destination 

and predicts the future position by road grids. To check the distance between two grids, the protocol uses the Euclidean dist ance formula. 

Afterwards, the position of the next relay candidate is set with the velocity and direction of the relay candidate. 

The connectivity-aware minimum delay geographic routing (CMGR) protocol [22] requires high connectivity for route selection in a sparse 

network. In dense situations, the protocol regulates the routes by suitable connectivity and selects the route with minimum delay. The protocol 

assumes the availability of gateways which are randomly distributed along the roadside and connected to the IPv6 network. The route discovery 

messages are used to construct full paths toward the gateways and intermediate vehicles attach their locations and rebroadcas t the discovery 

messages. The gateway receives several messages from the same vehicle node via different routes and then selects the most appropriate route 

after the connectivity evaluation. In addition, for every route discovery message, the gateways send the receiving messages t o the source vehicle 

and then the decision is taken by the source node about the suitable route based on the connectivity evaluation. Further, the CMGR protocol 

continuously checks the routes' quality and most of the data are forwarded from the favorable routes. As a result, there are higher delays, 

congestion, and packet dropping issues in such routes. To eliminate the network bottleneck and enhance the network throughput, a load 

balancing mechanism is needed [23]. 

VANET load balancing routing (VLBR), as proposed in [24], aims to balance the traffic between all possible connected paths by achieving 

congestion feedback from the network and switching to less congested routes by applying the k-shortest path algorithms. The protocol 

performance was tested with some assumptions, where vehicles are equipped with positioning services and a digital roadmap and roads are 

dense with traffic. A city map is converted into a directed graph and then the intersection sequence is calculated by the source with each road 

weighted by its length and vehicular density. The protocol uses three phases. In the first phase, each source node determines  the list of 

intersections and stores the information in the packet header. In the second phase, the protocol takes the forward decision and is selected as a 

forwarder node between intersections. In the third phase, the protocol achieves feedback from the network and switches the path in the case of 

precongestion. The frequent path switching approach causes network delay and packet drop issues in the network. Furthermore, the k-shortest 

path algorithm is not feasible due to its heavy computational process leading to extra load in the network.  

Reliable intervehicular routing (RIVER), as proposed in [25], is based on the utilization of an undirected graph that presents the street layout 

and selects the route by assigning reliable ratings. RIVER determines the neighbors and destination positions by beaconing plus a preloaded 

street map. The protocol identifies a path and forwards the message along the path, which is connected with a number of geographical locations. 

The protocol uses the piggybacking approach to distribute the traffic information rather than broadcasting or flooding. Afterward, the protocol 
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uses the real-time information and recalculates the forwarding path at anchor points. The protocol has two types of monitoring, namely, active 

and passive, whereby the probe messages belong to active traffic monitoring and the receiving messages belong to passive traffic monitoring. 

The probe messages are used to find out whether or not a message can be delivered to a specific route. The vehicle node near a street vertex 

sends a probe message to the next hop which is projected on the same vertex. The probe message is received by the node that i s closest to 

another vertex and at the same time is returned to its original source which becomes aware of the connected path. The weak point of this 

protocol is reliability, as every node assigns edge weight to every known edge by active and passive monitoring messages. The  Dijkstra least 

weight algorithm is used to compute the consistent path. The protocol has computational complexity in terms of the weighting calculations. 

The geographic stateless VANET routing (GeoSVR) protocol, as presented in [26], aims to improve packet forwarding and overcome the local 

maximum and disconnectivity issues in a network. The protocol presents two algorithms, namely, restricted and optimal forwarding algorithms. 

The restricted forwarding algorithm aims to solve unreliable wireless channel issues, and the optimal forwarding algorithm aims to overcome the 

local maximum issues. Optimal forwarding determines the path and assigns a weighting value to every road and considers the vehicle density 

with destination distance in order to avoid sparse connectivity. The protocol selects the shortest path with the minimum weight value through the 

Dijkstra algorithm and inserts the value into the packet header. After path calculation, the restricted forwarding algorithm is used to select a 

neighbor node in a restricted range for the next hop selection. This is because interference, communication distance, and weak signal strength 

issues lead to packet losses. Figure 2 illustrates examples of the optimal and restricted forwarding algorithms. The Dijkstra algorithm requires 

high computational processes to navigate the complete weighted graph to find the connected path. Therefore, to address this i ssue, the protocol 

uses the subtraction method, where it subtracts a connected subgraph from the entire weighted graph by using the source and destination 

positions. The protocol determines the junctions that are close to the destination and constructs a rectangular subgraph  instead of a complete city 

map. 

 

Figure 2 Examples of optimal and restricted forwarding in GeoSVR. 

In [27], the stable direction-based routing (SDR) protocol based on direction and path duration prediction was proposed. In SDR, a node 

rebroadcasts the request message based on the neighbors' and destination node's positions. Next, the protocol labels each link with link 

expiration time and considers the link stability. Finally, the path with the longest expiration time is preferred as the most  suitable path. SDR 

uses an improved flooding approach based on direction angle to decrease the effects of a broadcast storm in the network. After the direction 

angle is attained, it is compared with the threshold value. If the value is smaller than the threshold, the node will add its  own address and 

rebroadcast the packet. In this way, the protocol reduces the route discovery messages due to broadcasting within direction angle nodes. The 

protocol also provides route maintenance: when a primary path that is used for routing breaks, the node that notices that thi s link is broken sends 

the route error (RERR) packet to the source. Afterwards, the source node selects the next optimal path. SDR reduces the time for finding a new 

path and avoids the broken paths. 

The traffic density and load-aware routing (VDLA) protocol, as proposed in [16], is based on sequential intersection selection to construct a 

route. The protocol determines the real-time traffic load and density with destination distance and collects all the information through a 

centralized mechanism. The protocol computes these routing metrics, and the packets avoid the disconnected roads with load ba lancing in order 

to mitigate network congestion. The protocol has the ability to reduce unnecessary hops by selecting the intermediate junctions before a packet 

reaches a junction. For routing, VDLA prefers roads that are well-connected with lower traffic loads. However, the protocol adds the network 

information collection packet (NICP) which includes a number of nodes and the total length of the buffer queue and total neighbors and 

transmits it from one end to the other. Figure 3 shows the process of the VDLA protocol, where Vehicle A activates the NICP. In Road RS 2, the 

farthest neighbor Node B adds the information and the updated packet is forwarded to Node C. Node C repeats the same method until the packet 

reaches the destination. The protocol suffers from network overhead due to the addition of the NICP and the exchange of the complete road 

information in the hello messages. 

 

Figure 3 Routing process of VDLA with traffic density and traffic load collection. 
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The connectivity-aware routing protocol (iCARII), as proposed in [28], aims to improve routing performance by increasing delivery delay. The 

protocol uses the infrastructure facilities and broadcasts one-hop beacon messages to update the driving conditions periodically, with vehicles 

equipped with GPS-based on-board units and roadside units for Internet access. iCAR has four main components: road segment evaluation, path 

lifetime calculation, next junction selection, and next hop selection. In road segment evaluation, the protocol dynamically s enses the different 

parts of the network in order to determine the real-time information about the network. For this phase, the protocol broadcasts lightweight 

control packets to check the traversing roads and intersections. Next, the protocol calculates the lifetime in order to determine the path lifetime 

and taken decision by the one-hop neighbors' vehicles. After calculating the lifetime, the protocol selects the next junction and determines the 

existence of the path toward the destination. If the packet reaches a disconnected road due to an unexpected delay, then the current candidate 

node sends a new path request to the location centers for recovery. In the last step, the protocol selects the next hop by the greedy forwarding 

approach. 

The road selection-based routing protocol (RSBR), as proposed in [29], aims to select the best road by calculating the rating of the roads 

connected with a junction. The protocol assumes that every vehicle maintains a neighbor table by updating beacon messages. The vehicles are 

moving in the same direction and maintain their location positions by a GPS service. The protocol solves the network gap problem by selecting 

the best road by predicting the gaps at an early stage. If vehicles encounter the gaps while forwarding the data, they switch  to recovery mode and 

speed is adjusted according to backward and forward positions. The protocol is evaluated by considering three performance met rics: end-to-end 

delay, number of hops, and network gap encounters. The protocol performs better in terms of delay compared to other state-of-the-art routing 

protocols and encounters fewer gaps in the network. The vehicular environment is dynamic and, due to high velocity, the topology changes 

frequently. The protocol suffers from the network overhead issue due to its network gap detection mechanism. 

4.2. Routing Metrics, Forwarding, and Recovery Mechanisms 

GPGR utilizes four routing metrics: road topology, position, direction, and velocity. The geographical routing protocols select the node nearest to 

the destination as a relay node, and this leads to local maximum issues in the network. To solve this issue, GPGR selects the relay vehicle based 

on a location prediction mechanism for the relay vehicle selection process. The protocol selects the relay vehicle based on vehicle movement 

information (including velocity, direction, position, and road topology) to forward the data packets toward the destination. The protocol then uses 

map data to generate a road grid and predict the exact movement positions of vehicles for the selection process. The use of the exact moving 

positions and the prediction mechanism reduces the link breakage issue in VANETs. The information on the number of nodes and the vehicle 

velocity is used to evaluate the packet delivery ratio. However, the protocol does not define a mechanism of recovery. 

On the other hand, CMGR uses the changing network status to forward the data packets and applies greedy forwarding to forward  the packets in 

the network. The protocol measures the maximum and minimum vehicular density along the road and the connectivity of the routes in order to 

select an optimal route. The number of neighbors (local density), maximum and minimum average density rates, and the trip time are the metrics 

used for evaluation. Furthermore, these metrics differentiate the routes based on information about their density through route discovery packets 

from the source node to the gateway. The route with the least trip time and highest density is taken into account as a high connectivity route. The 

changing value of the vehicle density is attached to the route discovery packets before broadcasting. The protocol calculates the routing metrics 

in two steps as follows:  

(1) 
For every vehicle in the network, the expected value of the vehicle density change rate is calculated by beacon messages. 

(2) 
After exchanging the beacon messages, the average expected values of the density are calculated.  

After calculating the trip time from the route discovery messages, the gateway computes the difference between the time when the route 

discovery messages were received and the time when the packets were generated. The protocol adopts the carry-and-forward approach to 

overcome the network partition issues. 

The VLBR aims to balance the traffic by attaining the network load, traffic density, and distance between potential connected paths. The 

protocol utilizes two forwarding methods, which are based on network conditions. When a road is sparse, the protocol selects the neighbor 

closest to the next intersection and when a road is dense then the protocol follows the same procedure with less network load compared to other 

neighbors. The protocol computes the congestion feedback from the network and switches to lower congestion routes through the k-shortest path 

algorithm. The protocol has the ability to balance the traffic with higher density and least distance cost instead of only choosing the shortest path. 

The network load is measured by the contention window size, which increases with each transmission trial. In addition, the collision probability 

is computed with the help of the current contention window size and previous computed probability. Then, each vehicle node exchanges the 

computed probability with its neighbors. If all the neighbor nodes have a higher collision probability compared with the specified threshold then 

it is considered to be a heavy loaded area. However, the authors did not discuss the threshold value calculation or the measurement of the 

collision probability for all nodes in the case of highly dense roads. The protocol adopts the carry-and-forward approach for recovering the route 

and also the path switching method for load balancing in the network. 

The VDLA uses greedy forwarding and utilizes the real-time traffic density, load, and distance for routing decisions. Information on the vehicle 

density and traffic load is incorporated by GPS and preloaded digital maps. The traffic load is defined by the centralized method, whereby an 

information collection packet is initiated by nodes including the number of nodes and total neighbors. After the information is obtained, a weight 

is calculated by distance and network load to find the shortest route in the network. In the case of local maximum, the protocol utilizes a 

recovery approach and recalculates the traffic density for the optimal route in the network. 

The iCARII protocol uses beacon messages that include current location and mobility vectors to report driving and traffic conditions periodically. 

The protocol greedily forwards the packets toward the destination. The vehicle node measures road segments by sending unicast packets to take 

the network connectivity into account and sends the report to the location centers. The collected report is based on the deli very delay of the 

packet and minimum expected lifetime of the local network connectivity at the road. The protocol has computational complexity due to its 

delivery delay calculation. In the case of route failure, the protocol has a recovery mechanism, whereby the node sends a new path request to the 

location centers to recover the route or find another best route for data forwarding. 

RSBR utilizes three routing metrics: distance, velocity, and transmission range. The protocol is similar to other greedy prot ocols with some extra 

features. Every vehicle updates and maintains its routing tables by beacon messages. The protocol determines the road condition before sending 

the data until the last junction is reached. Furthermore, the protocol is based on the Dijkstra algorithm and calculates the distance between the 
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source and destination. The vehicular network topologies are changing rapidly and are the cause of outdated data and network del ay issues in the 

network. In a network gap situation, the protocol recovers the route through the speed adjustment method to adjust  the speed of vehicles. 

4.3. Discussion and Comparison 

This section presents a discussion and comparison of the routing protocols explained above. The challenges and open issues are also discussed. 

Most of the discussed RAR protocols consider the routes with high connectivity and traffic density. These types of roads are highly congested 

and create a bottleneck problem in the network. The load balancing property overcomes this issue during the selection of a route toward the 

destination. The VLBR has load balancing capabilities but still has some limitations. The protocol does not avoid network congestion on the 

used route and does not switch to another route when all the nodes reach the congestion threshold in the first route. Therefore, some routes might 

be congested and have bottleneck issues. In addition, the source node does not get any feedback about calculating and classifying the k-shortest 

paths to update the first path. These limitations may result in packet loss and delay issues in the network.  

Most of the VANET routing protocols adopt the Dijkstra algorithm to find the shortest path in the network. This approach may not  be feasible 

without determining the network and traffic status as input. In large city areas, these protocols need to traverse the  complete weighted graph and 

this leads to high computational complexity. To overcome this issue, GeoSVR uses the subgraph mechanism. On the other hand, only 

considering the shortest routes in the network and avoiding better network or traffic condition routes are not a better approach. To address this 

issue, most of the RAR protocols measure the routing metrics first and then look for the shortest paths in the network.  

As the RAR protocols use different routing metrics to find the optimal route in the network, assigning equal weighting factors to these routing 

metrics might not be a suitable method. In addition, further investigation is needed to set the suitable weighting ratio based on different traffic 

and road conditions. The reliance of some RAR protocols on the traffic density measurement can lead to wrong indications such as some areas 

being more congested especially near intersections and traffic lights. Therefore, only using the vehicular density measuremen t is not suitable 

without vehicular spatial distribution in the network. Taking vehicle density with direction metrics into account will lead to better performance 

and lower connection breakage probability compared to routes with the same density, as stated in [30]. Some RAR protocols, such as VLBR and 

iCARII, utilize statistical density. However, statistical density is not suitable due to the highly dynamic environment as st ated in [31]. The 

periodic route discovery in CMGR and frequent route recalculation in VDLA lead to high network overhead and affect the packet  delivery ratio 

in the network. Therefore, the timer or route lifetime is sufficient to overcome unnecessary recalculation. 

Many of the full RAR protocols discussed above adopt the carry-and-forward approach for solving the network disconnection issues. However, 

these mechanisms are applied when a vehicle is far away from the route destination. In CMGR, this approach applies when the vehicles are  

5. Intersection-Based Road-Aware Routing 

This section presents the most recent intersection-based road-aware routing protocols and discusses their routing operations and forwarding 

mechanisms as well as the challenges and issues they pose in a network. Table 2 summarizes the characteristics and performance of protocols in 

comparison with other routing protocols in terms of the end-to-end delay and packet delivery ratio. 

5.1. Routing Process of Intersection-Aware Routing 

Intersection-based routing (IBR) was introduced in to find the shortest routing path with the shortest packet delay. IBR is based on the greedy 

approach for straight roads and determines the transmission range as an object of relay. When the source node is at the intersection, the protocol 

depends on the routing and vehicle moving direction in order to forward the data packet to the destination. Furthermore, in t his protocol the 

vehicles only carry the same direction packets and the protocol has four possible routing conditions: one vehicle node exists  in the next road 

segment, there is no neighbor at the intersection, the vehicle moving direction is different from the packet transfer direction, and the packet 

arrives at the intersection. The protocol estimates the packet delay of the road segment and the end-to-end delay of the routing path and 

calculates the forwarding delay with high density. 

Junction-based routing (JBR), as proposed in, utilizes the selective greedy forwarding approach up to the node that is located at the intersection  

and is close to the destination. The protocol divides the vehicle nodes into simple and coordinator nodes. In the first phase , when the simple 

node wants to send the packet, the protocol checks the nodes that are closer to the destination. If the protocol finds the coordinator node, it is 

chosen as the next hop and, if not, a simple node is selected. When a packet arrives at an intersection, the protocol checks the qualified 

coordinator nodes and selects the coordinator node that is closest to the destination.  

The first version of iCAR was presented in based on the delivery delay for each road and real-time vehicular traffic density. The protocol is 

unicast and designed for multihop vehicular applications such as file sharing, online advertisements, and chatting applications. In this protocol, 

when a node is reaching an intersection, the next road is evaluated and selected based on the highest density with least delay. The protocol is 

efficient for dense urban areas, where it selects the next junction to forward the data packets toward the destination.  

In [4], a connectivity-aware intersection-based routing (CAIR) protocol was proposed as an intersection-based protocol that depends on the 

higher probability of connectivity and lower delay. CAIR selects intersections dynamically by the prediction-based greedy approach to forward 

data toward the destination. The intersection selection is based on the rectangle area searching method, where the position of source and 

destination nodes and restricted searching area are bounded by ellipse. The protocol has four main functions: checking the vehicular density to 

select the road segment by taking connectivity and delay into account, using directional forwarding to decrease the average t ransmission delay, 

performing on-demand position forecasting for the next hop relay selection, and executing a junction-based forwarding strategy. 

5.2. Routing Metrics, Forwarding, and Recovery Mechanisms 

The IBR protocol is based on the carry-and-forward approach and avoids reverse moving direction packets and checks the direction of vehicles 

and routing path with traffic and routing delays for each road segment. For forwarding the data in the network, each vehicle maintains its road 

segment table including the road segment ID, latest update time, and number of vehicles in the segment. The IBR then follows the two road 

models (straight road and intersection) and adopts greedy forwarding, transmission range, routing direction of packet, and vehicle moving 

direction in order to forward the data packets toward the destination. The complete forwarding process of IBR is shown in Figure 4. The protocol 

adopts the carry-and-forward strategy to deal with uneven distribution scenarios. 
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Figure 4 Moving direction and high and low traffic density estimations in IBR. 

JBR adopts the direction and transmission range, as in IBR, with the selective greedy forwarding approach. The protocol divides the vehicle 

nodes into simple and coordinator nodes, checks the node closest to the destination, and forwards the packet accordingly. If local optimum is 

reached, the protocol uses a recovery mechanism based on the minimum angle method until the packet is forwarded to a node that is closer to the 

destination. 

iCAR uses a control packet (CP). It does not form a fixed cell and forwards the CP along the street to forward the packets. In addition, based on 

the connectivity of the road and number of vehicles, the CP indicates the next intersection. The routing metrics are measured by the validity 

period of given road segment and predict the time of disconnection. When the CP is received at an intersection, the closer vehicle generates the 

updated score. 

The updated score is then broadcast using the beaconing approach and sent back to the location of the CP; the road score is set with zero value 

and considered to be disconnected. iCAR adopts an improved greedy forwarding approach to forward the packets between intersections and also 

looks at the highest received signal strength indication. 

CAIR uses the direction, connectivity, and traffic density to find a robust route in the urban environment. The protocol dete rmines the rectangle 

restricted area, where the source and destination nodes are in line with the axis and an ellipse shape could be formed. In th is context, each 

intersection is involved in the routing process and the routing path could be determined. In addition, if the protocol does not find the path, the 

route discovery process is initiated and the source node sends the request packets (RREQ) within the search area. The RREQ packets contain 

traffic density, road length, number of lanes, and intersection information and set up a timer and store this route in a cache. In addition, when the 

timer expires, the destination node stops receiving the RREQ messages and determines the route probability based on the connectivity and 

packet delay by timestamps. 

5.3. Discussion and Comparison 

The IBR protocol depends on the weighting adjustment of roads to find the optimal route in the network. Weighting factors are  assigned to 

routing metrics in order to create the weighting score for roads. These weighting factors have positive and negative effects on routing decisions. 

In addition, the weighting value of routing metrics (density, connectivity, and distance) depends on the protocol design and evaluation metrics. 

However, the weighting calculation is not carried out in the aforementioned protocols. The measurement of routing metrics is another significant 

process for routing. However, this process leads to network overhead and computational complexity issues. Therefore, this process needs to be 

done when it is essential and when a measurement is requested such as in iCAR, CAIR, and IRQV. Thus, the measurement results must be 

updated for better routing decisions at intersections with the lowest network overhead. In the iCAR protocol, the time validi ty function for 

routing metrics is very effective to deal with outdated measurements and is better than fixed validity intervals. A few IBR protocols consider 

road transmission delay as an indicator of network connectivity. However, the transmission delay is not only caused by network disconnections, 

it can also be caused by network load. Thus, in order to measure real-time road connectivity, the link lifetime is also taken into account. 

Simple greedy approaches in routing protocols may result in packet dropping due to the high mobility of vehicles.  The improved and selective 

greedy methods overcome this issue (as in JBR). Another important point relates to the use of prediction-based strategies for neighbor positions, 

which is not always accurate compared to updated routing tables. Most intersection-based RAR protocols depend on the carry-and-forward 

approach for the recovery process. However, this approach leads to network delay issues. Therefore, some other strategies mus t be considered in 

future research. The network load is another important criterion to avoid congestion issues in the network. The network load is not included in 

any of the aforementioned intersection protocols. 

6. Twofold Decision Routing 

The most recent twofold RAR protocols are discussed in this section. The discussion is based on an overview of their routing processes, 

forwarding strategies, routing metrics, and recovery techniques, followed by a comparison of their  

6.1. Routing Process of Twofold Decision Routing 

Among the recent twofold RAR protocols, the traffic-aware routing (TAR) protocol [36] is based on the selection of roads using the vehicle 

average neighbor volume for forwarding the data packets. The protocol assumes that the vehicle nodes are equipped with a simple electronic 

map and are able to collect the road topology information. Vehicles are aware of their own location and the destination locat ion through location-

based services. The TAR protocol computes the road traffic volume and selects the greatest value path for the data forwarding process. The 

protocol has two modes of operation, namely, the inside road (or between intersection) and at the intersection. When the forwarding node is at 

the intersection, it can check the high average neighbor nodes and select a forwarding path. When the forwarding node is in between 

intersections, it uses the greedy strategy. 
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A similar routing protocol known as traffic-aware geographical routing (TARGET) was proposed in [37]. The protocol consists of three basic 

modules: intersection selection, data delivery, and recovery strategies. The protocol makes its decision with high density ar eas instead of low 

density areas. In this protocol, the nodes are divided into ordinary and junction nodes. One monitor is assigned for each junction. The junction 

node, which is closest to the centre, is set as a monitor for communication with other neighbors. It monitors the traffic information periodically 

and broadcasts to other junction nodes. Furthermore, every monitor node maintains the neighbor table and analyzes the link quality and node 

density. 

6.2. Routing Metrics Measurement, Forwarding, and Recovery Mechanisms 

The TAR protocol uses the vehicle average neighbor volume to perceive information at the intersection and selects the greatest value path for 

data forwarding. Traffic density is a very significant routing metric for collecting the information. The traffic density is calculated through 

gathering the number of vehicle neighbors and computing the density average as adopted in TAR, IG, and TARGET. When the node is in 

between intersections, the protocol measures vehicle velocity, current road ID, and position information. The greedy forwarding strategy is 

adopted to select the closest node to the next junction as a next hop. If the node is not found, then the carry-and-forward strategy is applied to 

move forward until it finds a node. The protocol has some conditions to calculate the next road characteristics such as neighbor node estimation 

and last neighbor estimation. 

On the other hand, TARGET depends on node density with the link quality of each road as the routing metrics. The protocol maintains the 

routing table with information about the straight distance to every neighbor intersection, the time the last defective packet arrived for each road, 

and the node density of each road. TARGET uses the Dijkstra algorithm to select the next shorter path intersection when the node is located 

between intersections. Furthermore, when a node is at the intersection, the node excludes the uncounted roads and selects the next forwarder. In 

the recovery strategy, if data are not delivered due to link breakage, it returns to the last junction. That junction  is considered to be an 

unconnected road and another intersection is selected for data forwarding. 

In the IG protocol, the routing metrics are different in between intersections and at the intersection. Direction and forward ing progress are taken 

into account when the node is between intersections. When not at the intersection, the protocol uses traffic density and distance toward 

destination. The protocol is based on multimetric type for the harsh vehicular environment, where a single metric is not as e ffective for data 

forwarding. The protocol has a score function mechanism for determining the routing metrics and a beacon reception rate mechanism for 

measuring the channel quality. 

6.3. Discussion and Comparison 

This section presents a comparison of twofold decision routing protocols and a discussion of their limitations and issues. The main discussion 

points are as follows:  

After the brief comparison of the twofold decision routing protocols, the following points can be concluded:  

(1) 
Twofold decision routing protocols are more effective compared with intersection-aware routing protocols, due to different routing 

metric strategies. 

(2) 
In some protocols, the network overhead and computational complexity are not taken into account. However, these measurements are 

very significant in these protocols. 

7. Traffic Density-Based Routing 

This section presents the most recent traffic density-based routing protocols. The routing metrics, forwarding, and recovery strategies are 

discussed, followed by a comparison. Table 4 presents a comparison of the protocols and their performance. 

7.1. Density-Based Routing Protocol Processes 

Road or traffic density is one of the important metrics to evaluate for routing in a network. To this end, the density-aware routing using road 

hierarchy (DAR-RH) was proposed in [39]. The DAR-RH protocol exploits the hierarchical road information for forwarding the data towards the 

destination. Further, the protocol uses hierarchies to classify the city roads and greedily forward the packets to the destination. The road 

hierarchy is categorized into freeway, trunk, secondary road, and township roads. The protocol computes the shortest path information in every 

hierarchy and calculates the shortest path. 

The density-aware reliable broadcasting protocol (DECA), as proposed in [40], is based on the utilization of one-hop local density information to 

forward the data toward the destination. The protocol selects the neighbor node with the highest density, rebroadcasts the message, and 

maximizes the number of neighbor nodes. Further, if the selected node does not have higher density, then another node with higher density is 

selected thus avoiding the loop problem. 
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Figure 5 Road layout example with different traffic densities in real-time traffic density protocol. 

An adoptive routing protocol based on QoS and traffic density (ARP-QD) was proposed in [42] to find the best path by determining the hop 

count and link duration in a network. The protocol also uses an adaptive neighbor discovery protocol to determine the local t raffic density. The 

protocol assumes that destinations are always located at intersections and vehicles are equipped with GPS services. The protocol uses 

connectivity and distance (CDP) metrics. When a node is at the road segment, it selects the next hop with parallel direction;  if a node is at the 

intersection, it selects the next segment first and then decides the next hop. The candidate intersections are defined as the adjacent intersection 

with the shortest path lengths, where the vehicle node is formularized along the road to find the best routing path. The prot ocol selects the most 

connected path in order to avoid any disconnectivity. Once the next segment is selected, the direction of the packet delivery is de termined. To 

find the best route in a network, the protocol uses a hop-by-hop strategy. The protocol has a higher data delivery ratio and low end-to-end delay 

compared with GPSR and ROMSGP. However, its assumption that the destination is always at an intersection is not realistic.  

7.2. Routing Metrics Measurement, Forwarding, and Recovery Mechanisms 

The routing metrics of the DAR-RH, distributed efficient clustering approach (DECA), and real-time road density protocols are traffic density 

measurement and estimation, where the number of vehicles is measured with the road per unit length. In some studies, researchers have 

measured traffic density with the number of vehicles in a certain area of a city [43, 44]. However, vehicle density is a significant traffic condition 

metric for routing in a network. 

DAR-RH uses road hierarchies and discovers the route by calculating the shortest path in a spatial model. For the shortest path, the protocol uses 

distance and real-time traffic density by testing the packets in a unicast manner. These packets gather the traffic density information at every 

intermediate node until reaching the destination. In the case of the local maximum issue, the protocol transfers packets along another route. The 

protocol adopts greedy forwarding to check each intermediate waypoint as a temporary destination.  

The density-aware reliable broadcasting protocol uses local density information to select the next rebroadcasting node with the store -and-forward 

strategy. The neighbor with the highest density rebroadcasts the messages and the other neighbor nodes store the messages and set a waiting 

timeout. If a forwarder node faces the channel error or collision issues, the other neighbor nodes rebroadcast the messages. DECA has two 

neighbor lists, known as the broadcast list and neighbor list, and maintains the identifiers for all one-hop neighbors and their local density. 

DECA overcomes the broadcast storm problem, where a large number of data messages are dropped and the protocol needs to retransmit 

messages for reliable status. Further, in this context, DECA uses the highest beacon interval for fast dissemination by dynamically calculating 

the adaptive beacon interval. 

7.3. Discussion and Comparison 

The vehicle density estimation protocols have some limitations in the field of vehicular networks due to high variable density and high mobility. 

These protocols are based on VANET traffic flows and communication properties. However, the traffic density strategies have the following 

issues:  

(1) 
These traffic density-based routing protocols use beacon messages to update the neighbor tables. The frequent broadcasting of these 

messages leads to communication overhead. 

(2) 
The vehicle density is more condensed near traffic lights and intersections compared to other roads. These situations are the cause of 

wrong indications of high density for the protocols. 

(3) 
Some density-based routing protocols do not include the vehicle direction in the calculation of the vehicle density. Basically, the 

vehicle direction toward the destination with high vehicle density is projected for routing and is considered to be a favorab le metrics. 

However, without vehicle direction, the route with the same vehicle density but in two directions has higher breakage probability 

[30]. DECA only uses vehicle density and suffers more from this issue compared to the DAR-RH, ARP-QD, and real-time protocols. 

As shown in the summary of the traffic density estimation-based routing protocols (Table 4), these protocols suffer from network overhead. To 

solve this issue, the protocols should have feasible routing metrics to deal with a dynamic environment. Most of the protocols in this category are 

based on the greedy forwarding approach and face local maximum issues in the network, where the vehicle nodes do not find the  nodes that are 

close to the destination. 
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8. Conclusion 

This review presented an overview of RAR protocols for VANETs. The main objective was to present a comparison of recent protocols of this 

type and categorize them, according to different aspects, into full RAR, intersection-aware, twofold routing, and density-based routing protocols. 

Further, for every category, the routing metrics, processes, and forwarding mechanism and recovery approaches were inspected.  RAR protocols 

belong to the category of geographical routing and are designed to address the geographical routing issues. The review also presented a 

comparison of the RAR protocols and a discussion of their challenges. 

RAR protocols are more efficient for the dynamic and highly mobile vehicular environment. However, the main challenge in these protocols is 

how to achieve sufficient routing with lower network overhead. Thus, the routing metrics and their measurements play a significant  role in this 

regard and need more improvement. Moreover, the RAR protocols must be more aware of road conditions.  
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